
Less Is  More FF2   4 CUPS CARTON BOXING MACHINE 

APPLICATION

1.General Description:

The 4 caps linear carton Packaging machine is designed to be compact as possible to 
insure productivity, efficency and saving much more space than other similar carton 
packaging machine 

2.Main features:

-the machine contain double conveyor system
1- caps input conveyor
2- package output conveyor
The carton packaging feeder system have a capacity of <600 carton

High capacity carton linear packaging machine 
1- 4 caps per package
2- carton wax sealing system
3- operating & controlling processes take place by control panel which made of SS.
(304) sealed (IP-55) and contains:
4- PLC attached with HMI touch screen to control of machine functions/European-brand.
5- Contractors and thermal Relays /European-brand
6- All switches and signal light / European-brand.
7- The Control panel attached with required electrical diagram
8- Power 1 Kw, 1 Ph, 220 volts, 50 HZ,
9- Air pressure 6 bar



Our machine has been made up to the international manufacturing standards of 
ISO, CE, and UL 
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2.Main features:

Feature:

Technical Information:

-It has automatic control and detects system to stop in case of missing Cups
and Cups jams.

-It adopts opto-electrical system , with steady performance. 2 size cups can be 
used, as well as multiple cups shapes.

-The machine has heat sensors for best sealing performance.

-The material is made up of high-quality stainless steel 304, with elegant
appearance.

The information is for guidance only. We reserve the right to modify any material or feature without notice in advance.
Photos are not binding. For further information, please, consult our web site www.whitesteel.de
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Less Is  More

Operation HMI PLC control system makes Carton Boxing  machine easy to 
operate

Material Carton boxing machine  main body is made of SUS304 ss

Configuration Our machine  adopt European motor driving and photo sensor and 
Italian control system

Sealing head brand  Switzerland brand “ROBATECH”.
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